Abstract

Bahasa Indonesia, the national language of Indonesia, has traditionally borrowed items from the world’s classical languages, Sanskrit and Arabic. However, elements from European languages, especially English, have also massively influenced the expansion of Bahasa Indonesia’s lexicons. Massive influx of the latter has caused a controversy among Indonesia’s linguists and other experts. Should greater loan be made from the former, as traditional source of borrowings, or should Bahasa Indonesia borrow more from the latter, as the language of modernity symbol in Indonesia? The controversy has been cleverly resolved with the adaptation and combination of elements of seemingly conflicting sources to serve specifically Indonesian objectives. In the lexical modernization of Bahasa Indonesia, despite the apparent irreconcilability of the two approaches to the use of foreign borrowings, Indonesians are effectively utilizing in a systematic manner the diverse foreign languages that their rich and varied history has made available to them.
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Introduction

Bahasa Indonesia had been adopted as a national language since 1928, although Indonesia did not obtain its independence until 1945. The adoption of Bahasa Indonesia as a national language was a part of opposition to the Dutch colonialism. When Indonesia was proclaimed independent in 1945, Bahasa Indonesia had already become the primary pan Indonesia language, and was declared Indonesia’s single national official language. Since the independence of Indonesia the lexicon of Bahasa Indonesia has been expanded by a large number of direct borrowings from foreign languages. The flowing in of foreign words has triggered a major controversy among Indonesian linguists; should such loan-words from non-Indonesian languages come primarily from foreign languages from which Bahasa Indonesia has traditionally borrowed, especially Sanskrit and Arabic, or should greater use be made of the European languages, particularly English, the so-called language of modernity symbol in Indonesia? With regard to the European languages, the English language has now taken over the position of the Dutch language. Soon after the independence of Indonesia the teaching of the Dutch language was terminated and has been practically taught and used in a very limited domain. The only domain in which Dutch is still extensively used is in the area of law.
Conclusion

The controversy concerning the use of European or non-European languages is generally resolved according to the domain and the function of the borrowing. A further striking example of how these criteria determine which foreign words enter Bahasa Indonesia is a small set of hybrids containing borrowings from both Sanskrit, Arabic, and European languages. For example, one government of Indonesia during the New Order Era called itself the Kabinet Karya, 'Work Kabinet', a compound in which the European borrowing kabinet connotes modernity while the Sanskrit root karya, as opposed to Malay kerja, links to the government with its prestigious Hindu predecessors. Similarly, the dwifungsi, 'two functions', the military doctrine during the New Order regime, in which the Sanskrit prefix dvi legitimizes the fact that in addition to its military role, the Indonesia armed forces was also performing the modern function of coordinating the economic, social, and cultural development of the nation. As previously mentioned, Bahasa Indonesia also utilizes foreign words altogether to express concept inexist or not prestigious if otherwise expressed in Malay words such as the name of Indonesian flag bendera dwiwarna, 'bicolor flag' in which Spanish/Portuguese bandera is used in juxtaposition with Sanskrit dvi, two, and varna, color.

These demonstrate a pattern that has pervaded Indonesian society and culture throughout Indonesia's history: the adaptation and combination of elements of seemingly conflicting sources to serve specifically Indonesian objectives. In the lexical modernization of Bahasa Indonesia, despite the apparent irreconcilability of the two approaches to the use of foreign borrowings, Indonesians are effectively utilizing in a systematic manner the diverse foreign languages that their rich and varied history has made available to them.
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